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INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II, United States national security strategy has been centered around the Cold War struggle with the Soviet Union. The United States policy objective has had at its core, the containment of communism and prevention of its spread throughout the world. In addition, national security interests also focused on the prevention of nuclear war between the superpowers, and simultaneously controlling the spread of nuclear weapons proliferation. Arms control agreements between the former Soviet Union and the United States were the centerpieces of foreign policy initiatives during this period. Regional policy concerns played a supporting role.

During the past several years, the world has witnessed a series of changes unparalleled in recent history. These changes have had a profound impact on world events and America's foreign policy goals and objectives. For example, the world has witnessed the destruction of the Berlin Wall, the breakup of Eastern Block countries, and the dissolution of the former Soviet Union. In addition, the United States as part of a revitalized United Nations, successfully fought a major war in the Middle East with Iraq over the latter's annexation of Kuwait.

These events have signaled a sea change in our national security interests. Furthermore, the impact of our new world political order has yet to be determined and continues to evolve.
In short, the post Cold War era as we knew it has ceased to exist. In the words of former President Bush, "The world has changed at a fantastic pace, with each day writing a fresh page of history before yesterday's ink has even dried."¹ These enormous changes in the world's political climate, require that we now take a step back and reevaluate these differences and their impact on United States national security strategy for the 1990's. President Bush has further pronounced this changing environment as moving from one of forward presence to one of power projection and crisis response.² National strategy is now centered on the growing importance of regional issues. This concern for future regional conflicts has also found its way into our Defense Planning Guidance (DPG). The DPG for example states that: "Regional military threats throughout the world will be of primary concern to the United States."³

As the world shifts from superpower confrontation to regional issues, it should be determined whether or not our new national strategy supports or detracts from regional stability in the world. For example, it could be argued that moving to a CONUS based military force from the previous forward deployed concept could weaken rather than strengthen our national strategy. Further, many countries will see this new strategy as simply another form of isolationism by the United States, and that these countries will be more likely to attempt to influence regional events with little concern for direct U.S. involvement. Without question, one of the greatest areas that remains a high risk for
the United States from a regional perspective is the Middle East.

MIDDLE EAST

The recent Gulf War with Iraq is a glimpse into the future and another indication of the importance which regional issues will play in shaping future world events. The Middle East is considered by many to be a potential area where regional issues dominated by growing religious and ethnic hostility will be a persistent source of instability in the years ahead. This is also an area where the principle focus of many disputes turns on which country has a decided strategic military advantage over its neighbors. As a case in point, focus is directed at the prolonged war between two traditional adversaries, namely Iran and Iraq.

Following the Gulf War, a new United States strategy toward the region has slowly emerged. The principle goal of this strategy is to prevent any single nation in the region from emerging as a dominant power with the ability to control the flow of vital middle eastern oil to world markets. Besides oil, there is another increasing concern in the Middle East, namely the growing nuclearization within the region. Leonard Spector, a noted expert on proliferation issues has said:

The 1991 Gulf War and the more recent disintegration of the Soviet Union strongly suggest that the most serious challenges to U.S. security in the coming decade are likely to be posed by hostile regional
powers. Such powers will be able to endanger American interests abroad, as well as American forces deployed overseas, neighboring American allies, and, in some cases, even the continental United States. The success of such regional actors will depend in large part on their ability to threaten the U.S. with injury so severe that we may shrink from employing economic or military coercion to achieve national policy objectives. A regional adversary’s possession of even a small number of nuclear weapons could be sufficient to deter the U.S. from such actions.  

CIA Director Robert M. Gates when he appeared before the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee in January 1992 suggested that “over twenty countries have, are suspected of having, or are developing nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons and the means to deliver them.” In addition, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney has stated that “Over fifteen to twenty nations would possess nuclear weapons by the end of the Century.”

It can only be speculated what our national security strategy would have been, had Iraq possessed a limited nuclear weapon capability before the start of the Gulf War. Considering that the United States has had a traditional policy that precludes first use of nuclear weapons, the U.S. nuclear threat may not have appeared credible to Hussein. It is possible then,
that given this nuclear scenario, the United States could have decided against proceeding with Operation Desert Storm based on the perceived threat posed by Iraq. This would have severely limited Washington’s foreign policy options as well as any direct role by the United Nations in ending the Gulf conflict. Additionally, the United States would not enjoy its current level of influence in the region.

With the neutralization of Iraq by U.S. and coalition forces, a power void now exists in the region. The Middle East is now in transition, with a few nation states attempting to dominate the regional scene and gain increased political, economic, and military influence. This comes at a time when the United States lacks a uniform foreign policy which deals with this region in depth. Instead, U.S. national interests have been dominated by a single country, namely Iraq. America’s strategy and policy have been concerned with Iraq and its compliance with United Nations directives following the Gulf War. This lack of a balanced regional policy by the U.S., has resulted in our overlooking other countries that pose even greater threats to regional stability in the future. The purpose of this paper is to describe how the Islamic Republic of Iran will emerge as the regional “Superpower” in the future and how Tehran poses the greatest threat to stability and nuclear proliferation in the Middle East. Iran’s attempt to dominate events in the Middle East can best be examined by Iran’s current effort to acquire a nuclear capability.
To assist the reader, I have outlined this paper into seven major area's which will hopefully provide a better understanding and appreciation of Iran's nuclear weapons program. For example, this paper starts with a general overview of Iran and then transitions into why world proliferation continues as well as an outline of past attempts to curb proliferation. In addition, I have included Iranian lessons learned from Iraq, followed by a detailed discussion of Iran's nuclear weapons program and the impact which China and the former Soviet Union have had on Iran's attempt to develop a nuclear capability. The paper concludes with a number of specific recommendations as part of an overall U.S. policy towards Iran.

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN (OVERVIEW)

Iran, occupies one of the most strategically important area's of the world today. A look at the map reveals that Iran sits astride the vital Straits of Hormuz in the Persian Gulf which is a choke point for approximately 40 percent of the world's oil supply. Control of the straits would have a major influence on world stability and United States national interests in the region. In addition, Iran now shares a common northern border with several former Soviet Republics such as Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Armenia. To the east of Iran is Afghanistan and Pakistan, while in the west lie Turkey and Iraq. Iran's important geographic location therefore provides an ideal opportunity to influence regional political, military, and economic events.
Conflict in the Middle East is not new. The area now dominated by Iran and Iraq has had a long history of warfare. For example, the first Iran-Iraq war dates to 2700 B.C., and was fought around the present city of Basra, scene of the most recent conflict between these two regional powers.11

The United States and Iran have had diplomatic relations dating from 1856. However, it was not until World War II, that the U.S. considered Iran to be an area deemed vital to our national interests.12 Following World War II, Iran received substantial amounts of foreign military aid because of its border with the Soviet Union and because of its increasing importance as a major supplier of oil.13 The Shah’s goal during this period was to develop Iran into the chief military and political power in the region. This special relationship between the United States and Iran continued until the 1979 revolution that deposed the Shah and brought to power the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. The revolution was based on Islamic religious principles and was a significant turning point in Iran’s relationship with the United States. During the Ayatollah’s rule, Iran’s interest in becoming a major power was diminished, as a consequence, Tehran’s foreign policy now became increasingly hostile to the West and the United States in particular. The U.S. was considered by Iran to be the “Great Satan” and the center of evil in the world.14 In addition, religion had always been important in Iranian history and politics, and today it shapes everything from personal relations and family life, to key
foreign policy decisions. Following the Iran-Iraq War and the death of the Ayatollah in June of 1989, Iran again renewed efforts to become a major regional power and assert its influence in the Gulf.

During the past two years while world attention has been diverted by Iraq, Iran has launched a large scale military buildup. Its goal is to again become the major power in the Persian Gulf. Likewise, Iran has also initiated improved diplomatic relations with the Asian republics of the former Soviet Union that are predominantly Islamic. In addition, several recent published articles have been highly critical of Iran’s attempt to obtain dual-use technology, especially technology that could be used to support a nuclear weapons program. According to Richard Mackenzie, writing in Air Force Magazine:

Tehran is apparently pursuing the wherewithal to build nuclear weapons. CIA and other analysts say there are signs that Iran has initiated a nuclear development program and that, given the state of Iranian technical expertise and the rate at which the program is moving, Iran could probably produce a nuclear bomb around the turn of the century.

Leonard Spector is also concerned with Iran’s growing interest in nuclear weapons and rearmament.
Iran, whose military capabilities include ballistic missiles and chemical weapons, has launched a major rearmament program. Given the country’s efforts to sustain its nuclear program throughout the Iran-Iraq War...there is reason for concern that Iran, like Iraq will launch a nuclear weapons effort to avoid being caught at a strategic disadvantage... likely require ten years to achieve success, and might already be underway. Despite Iran's adherence to the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT), its nuclear activities deserves (sic) continuing scrutiny.  

With the elimination of Iraq as a regional threat in the Middle East and the breakup of the former Soviet Union, Iran now has the opportunity to fill the existing power void in the region and emerge as a leading political, military, and economic power. Iran's attempt to obtain nuclear weapons in support of its goals are strong indications for continued long-term instability in the Middle East. It would be in the best interests of the United States and other countries in the region to strive for a balance of power that precludes Iran from emerging as a regional nuclear force.

WHY PROLIFERATION CONTINUES

Basic nuclear weapons technology is now fifty years old. As this technology becomes more prevalent, it is increasingly
difficult to control and to prevent any determined nation from developing a nuclear weapons capability. Furthermore, Third World countries such as Iran in possession of nuclear weapons would raise several serious international security issues. For example, these nuclear nations could threaten critical energy interests or the security of other allied states. Simultaneously these nations could increase insecurity in the region and make regional conflicts more precarious and difficult to manage.\(^{20}\)

The first step in gaining a better appreciation for nuclear proliferation is to fully understand the fundamental reasons behind national compulsion to obtain weapons of mass destruction in the first place. One of the most basic and most important reasons is the prestige factor. Many second and third tier countries feel that possession of nuclear weapons allows them a greater say in a wide range of military, political, and economic issues throughout the world. In effect, having a nuclear capability bestows the perception of superpower status. Another reason is that the United States and the former Soviet Union reduced their international commitments, consequently, nations who once relied on the superpowers for security may elect to develop their own capability. The last reason is that countries such as Iran may seek to influence events by being the only nuclear power in the region, or to offset the military advantage of other regional nuclear powers such as, Pakistan and India.\(^{21}\)

The civilian nuclear power industry has been the primary origin of spreading nuclear technology and materials to the Third
World. Because of the ready availability of nuclear technology and materials, those countries determined to obtain a nuclear capacity will most likely succeed. However, simply because a country has acquired the capability does not mean an operational or deployed nuclear weapons system will be built and developed. Only if a country feels that nuclear weapons provide a decided edge as outlined earlier, will the country proceed with development and eventual deployment.

Several Third World countries such as Iran are now capable of undertaking development of a nuclear weapons program. However, unlike governments of most present nuclear nations, Iran lacks a stable civilian leadership, has displayed a propensity to use weapons of mass destruction in the past (chemical and ballistic missiles), and is now openly attempting to acquire more lethal weapons technologies.

The pressure to proliferate arms in the Middle East has grown because most conflicts in the region defy any short-term solution. The vast majority of peace settlements have proved to be only temporary at best. Additionally, the cost to acquire and maintain conventional weapons has steadily grown. Therefore, it may appear to Iran that a more cost effective method of maintaining Iran's regional influence may be to turn to nuclear weapons as a less expensive alternative. For example, the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency believes that Middle Eastern States spend an average of 11 percent of GNP on military forces, compared to only 5 percent for the United States. Regional
military expenditures in the Middle East now average 32 percent of total government expenditures. No other region in the world averages more than 20 percent. Iran also lost considerable amounts of equipment during Tehran’s war with Iraq. As a result, Iran now faces a tremendous investment in rebuilding its conventional forces that may serve to only cripple Iran’s economy at home. Failure to address these issues may result in Iran missing its present opportunity to emerge as the dominant power broker in the Middle East.

While Iran is increasing its military expenditures, the continued improvement in East-West relations has resulted in large reductions in the defense budgets of most other countries in the world, including the United States. This trend has had a pivotal impact on the profits of many international corporations whose primary business is driven by the defense industry. Decreasing profits may force many firms to sell both nuclear technology and know-how to any Third World country willing to pay. Even more troubling is the sale of dual use technology, technology that has both a commercial as well as a military application to countries such as Iran.

One of the greatest stumbling blocks to curbing nuclear proliferation is the inability to detect nuclear weapons programs in the weapon production’s developmental stages. An example is the recent revelations concerning Iraq’s undisclosed nuclear weapons program, in violation of the NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) of which Iraq is a signatory. Furthermore, proliferation
now seems to point to extremist states like Iran with unstable and autocratic governments. Steve Fetter a well know expert in the nuclear weapons field states:

There are five reasons that we should be at least as concerned about the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction in the future as we have been about nuclear proliferation in the past: (1) proliferation complicates U.S. policy; (2) crisis instabilities are likely to be more severe; (3) the probability of inadvertent or accidental use is likely to be greater; (4) transfers to terrorist or sub-national groups are more likely; (5) at least some of the future possessor nations are likely to be politically unstable, aggressive, and difficult to deter.

**CURBING PROLIFERATION**

Since 1976, official United States policy has been to oppose the spread of nuclear weapons proliferation, especially in the developing countries in the explosive Middle East. In general, this strategy has centered on the enforcement of existing nonproliferation guidelines via previously established treaties, economic controls, safeguarding of technology and design information, and voluntary inspections of existing nuclear facilities. To date, these efforts have only been successful in slowing the spread of proliferation, these efforts have not been successful however in totally eliminating proliferation. A case
in point which outlines the need for improved safeguards is the recent exposure of Iraq's attempt to develop and deploy a nuclear weapons capability. Iraq's program, including Tehran's extensive research efforts, went largely undetected until the start of United Nations inspections following the Gulf War. Iraq's nuclear program points out the current difficulty in assessing the status of existing nuclear enterprises especially in closed societies, and illustrates the adequacy of present weapons control measures to deal with the problem. Successfully curbing proliferation requires that a number of problems be addressed that span several broad areas such as limitations with existing nuclear safeguards, the inability of current verification systems to detect nuclear programs and the limitations of export control policies that attempt to prohibit the transfer of dual-use technology.\(^3^3\)

The key to curbing proliferation has been the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), a United Nations organization located in Vienna Austria and is responsible for managing international safeguards. Currently, there are over 100 member nations who belong to the IAEA. First pushed by President Eisenhower, the IAEA was established in 1957 to provide for the peaceful use of nuclear technology, to set up nuclear safeguards, and to monitor various bilateral and multilateral agreements. Over the years, the IAEA has become the key for the transfer of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes however, it has met with only partial success. Probably its greatest drawback is that
membership and compliance is strictly voluntary with few if any penalties for non-compliance.\textsuperscript{34}

The principle vehicle under the IAEA for controlling proliferation is the 1968 Treaty on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). The NPT requires that countries who had not detonated a nuclear explosive prior to 1 January 1967, pledge not to develop, test, or deploy nuclear weapons. The treaty further requires that member states accept voluntary safeguards and inspections. Over 75 percent of United Nations members have signed the NPT.\textsuperscript{35} In addition, the NonProliferation Treaty (NPT) has designated the IAEA as the organization to verify treaty compliance. It is important to note at this point that Iraq, prior to the Gulf War had signed the NPT Treaty.\textsuperscript{36}

Another attempt to curb proliferation has been the actions of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG). The NSG is an organization consisting of twenty-seven member nations including the United States. The group is committed to establishing procedures to be followed by member nations to control the export of dual-use technology. As with the NPT, the Nuclear Suppliers Group is a voluntary organization that supports the peaceful application of nuclear technology. The greatest problem with the NSG is the group’s inability to identify and restrict the exportation of nuclear technology by member nations.\textsuperscript{37}

A final area that has played a part in nonproliferation is the development of nuclear-weapons-free zones. Historically, the U.S. has had two different approaches to this idea. The first has
been the global nonproliferation approach that eventually led to the adoption of the NonProliferation Treaty (NPT). The other approach has been curbing proliferation by means of a regional or zonal approach. The United Nations in December 1975 defined a nuclear-weapon-free zone by declaring that: "A nuclear-weapon-free zone shall, as a rule, be deemed to be any zone, recognized as such by the General Assembly of the United Nations, which any group of states, in the free exercise of their sovereignty, has established by virtue of a treaty or convention." Currently, several zones have been established throughout the world. The first zone in Latin America and the Caribbean was described by the Treaty of Tlatelolco. The other zones are in the South Pacific and the Antarctic. Under consideration by the United Nations is establishment of a nuclear-free-zone in the Middle East. It is interesting that the idea of a nuclear-free-zone in the Middle East was first proposed by Iran to the United Nations in 1974.

The major roadblock to establishing a nuclear-weapons-free zone in the Middle East has been the continued tension between Israel and the Arab world. The initial emphasis by Iran to push for a nuclear-weapon-free zone is that at the time, Israel was considered to have already developed a nuclear weapons capability. Accepting the conditions of the treaty would have required Israel to declare itself as a nuclear capable country, to accept IAEA safeguards, and finally to dispose of any weapons stockpiles Tel Aviv might posses.
The last difficulty in curbing nuclear proliferation is the problem of a nation not declaring itself a nuclear power even if the capability exists. The current level of weapons technology as stated earlier is widely available, and allows countries to build nuclear weapons today without the need for testing. For example, Israel and South Africa are considered by many to have an extensive nuclear capability, but remain "undeclared." This provides both countries with the world perception of being nuclear capable, which carries significant political clout, but precludes these countries from conforming with IAEA safeguards or restrictions imposed by the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT).

In summary, curbing proliferation in the future will prove to be a serious problem. Many experts feel that ending proliferation entirely is not possible, that the best that can be hoped for is to manage proliferation and slow its progress. Both Presidents Nixon and Reagan during their time in office believed that the emphasis should be on control as opposed to total prevention. In addition, both felt that strict compliance with nonproliferation cost the United States important commercial sales in foreign markets, and bred resentment toward the United States by a number of countries around the world. Even the IAEA has admitted that the agency is incapable of detecting the diversion of significant quantities of nuclear fuel in countries that have existing nuclear power programs. For example, in the United States a country with extensive safeguards, large
quantities of nuclear fuel remain unaccounted. Since the start of the nuclear era, a total of 8000 pounds of fuel are missing.\textsuperscript{42} Contributing to this problem is the limited scope of existing safeguards under the IAEA, Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty, and Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG). Furthermore, the national technical means of verification is lacking, which combined with limitations on export controls, results in an environment in which preventing proliferation by a determined government is difficult at best. Efforts to curb proliferation have been only partially successful. The best that can be hoped for is that proliferation can be slowed to the point that it can be effectively managed.

**IRANIAN LESSONS LEARNED FROM IRAQ**

Iraq's extensive nuclear weapons program first came to light in 1991 by a UN appointed Special Commission. This commission has clearly shown the current inadequacies related to curbing proliferation. Magnifying this problem is the fact that over the years, the nuclear power industry has become a very effective lobby group. The industry has focused primarily on easing export restrictions of nuclear technology to countries such as Iraq and Iran who were only engaged in what was termed "peaceful" nuclear research. Iraq not only signed the NPT, but also signed a safeguards' agreement with the IAEA that called for on-site inspections every six months.\textsuperscript{43} Based on evidence obtained by the Commission, it is now known that Iraq's primary nuclear
research facility was never inspected by the IAEA. In addition, seven plants involved with nuclear testing and design, and twenty plants dedicated to uranium enrichment and centrifuges were never even identified much less inspected by the IAEA.44

Iraq’s program was formed over a fifteen year period. At no time did United States intelligence agencies prove capable of detecting the extent of Iraq’s efforts. However, even when proliferation issues surfaced, it appears that political support was lacking to bring violator nations such as Iraq back in-line with IAEA safeguards. Probably the greatest lesson learned is that nations such as Iraq and Iran are capable of "serious scientific and technical accomplishments, which we often underrate in the West."45

Iran also learned several valuable lessons because of Tehran’s its war with Iraq. First, Iran clearly understood that advanced weapons, not just ideological commitment, would be the most important determinant in waging any future war with Iraq. In addition, "The Iraqi defeat in the Gulf War by a superlatively equipped and better trained Western led coalition with a vast technological superiority reinforced in a dramatic manner the lessons of the Iran-Iraq War."46 Second, Iran was determined that Tehran would not be taken by surprise as it had been during the war with Iraq. Speaker Rafsanjani said: "... our armed forces must reach a level suitable for protecting the revolution so that no one will dare attack us."47 Third, Iran was also concerned that Iraq would remain a serious threat in the region,
and that any number of gulf states could form a U.S. sponsored anti-Iranian front. Probably the most important lesson learned is that Western nations, especially the United States now have established an increased presence in the Persian Gulf which appears as a long-term threat to their (Iran's) national interests, territorial integrity and the security of their revolution because of the West's rising fear of Iran and Islam. Iran is not impressed by Western calls for arms control in the Middle East in the aftermath of the Gulf War. They are seen as plans by the West to funnel large quantities of sophisticated weaponry to their regional allies, while keeping potential enemies of the West disarmed. The Iranians feel that they have to stay in the arms race....

IRAN AND ITS NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAM

Iraq has clearly displayed that a determined Third World nation, who can invest huge amounts of time, money, and effort is capable of developing a nuclear weapons program. Evidence seems to suggest that Iran has embarked on a dogged program to "go nuclear" as part of its continued rearmament program and to emerge as a regional power broker in the Middle East before the end of the decade.

Iran's renewed interest with nuclear weapons appears to date from the death of Ayatollah Khomeini in June of 1989, combined
with Iran’s defeat by Iraq during the Iran-Iraq War and the announcement by Iran of a new five-year Plan for 1990 through 1994. The primary benefit of the new plan was to allow the government to borrow money from international markets to help finance growth at home. Approximately twenty-seven billion dollars was borrowed in this manner. Of this amount, 7.5 billion was programmed for "strategic industry", with ten billion dollars committed to the purchase of foreign arms primarily from China, Russia, and North Korea. Both French and German banks are the principle money lenders to support Iran’s five-year Plan.51

Speaker Rafsanjani in discussions over Iran’s determination to acquire weapons of mass destruction has previously stated:

With regard to ... radiological weapons training, it was made very clear during the war that these weapons are very decisive. It was also made very clear that the moral teachings of the world are not very effective when war reaches a serious stage and the world does not respect its own resolutions and closes its eyes to the violations and all the aggressions which are committed on the battlefield.

We should fully equip ourselves both in the offensive and defensive use of...radiological weapons. From now on, you should make use of the opportunity and perform this task.52

Rafsanjani by his remarks, highlights those reasons that
would induce a country to acquire nuclear weapons. First, nuclear weapons can be a decisive weapon in war, and have significant value by the mere fact of possession. Furthermore, nations cannot rely on international sanctions to prevent proliferation.\textsuperscript{53} Iran has further stated that Tehran expects the role of the U.S. to decrease in the years ahead, but does not rule out intervention in regional affairs. At the same time, Iran has suggested that it has "every right to purchase the weapons it requires for defensive purposes."\textsuperscript{54}

Iran's early nuclear weapons program had its beginnings in the 1960's under the Shah with an agreement between the United States and Iran for the peaceful use of nuclear energy and the construction by the United States of a small research reactor in Iran. In the 1970's, Iran signed the NPT and established the Atomic Energy Organization of Iran (AEOI). Furthermore, the oil crisis and the 1973 Mideast War were instrumental in the Shah embarking on an ambitious program to construct twelve nuclear power plants within Iran. Although considered to be for peaceful purposes only, many individuals such as Menashe Amir, an Israeli expert on Iran, felt the plants were for "The Shah's plan to make his nation into a nuclear power."\textsuperscript{55} With the fall of the Shah, only two of the power plants were actually placed under construction, and work on these were stopped when Ayatollah Khomeini took power in February 1979.

Under the Ayatollaha, Iran's nuclear program lay dormant. Nuclear experts trained under the Shah fled the country with only
limited work taking place at the U.S. constructed research reactor facility in Tehran.\textsuperscript{56}

By late 1980 however, Iran again displayed renewed interest in nuclear power by seeking help from a number of countries in completing those projects such as the Bushehr reactor and others initially started by the Shah. However, attempts to use foreign assistance and technology to rebuild Iran's program have met with resistance and with difficulty in skirting IAEA safeguards. Many countries have been reluctant to become involved, at least publicly with Iran's nuclear program. Iran has therefore begun to mirror the Iraqi program of the 1980's. This approach includes an ambitious program to train thousands of students in nuclear related subjects at various universities in the West, development and concealment of a number of remote sites to conduct research, utilization of agents overseas to acquire technology and equipment, and attempting to convince many Iranian scientists to return home.\textsuperscript{57}

In 1984, West German intelligence was the first to provide information that Iran had renewed its interest in nuclear weapons. The visit by German engineers was primarily to determine the prospect of completing the two nuclear reactors that were initiated under the Shah and damaged during the war with Iraq. In the same year, Iran opened a new research institute, "which is believed to have become one of the focal points of the clandestine nuclear weapons program."\textsuperscript{58}

By the late 1980's, Iran had also been working hard to
establish relations with countries who possessed nuclear expertise and to seek training for Iranian scientists. For example in 1987, Argentina reached agreement to sell Iran highly enriched uranium to supply Iran's research reactor in Tehran. Pakistan and Iran agreed to provide "technical cooperation in the military-nuclear field that included the dispatch of 30 Iranian nuclear scientists to Pakistan for training." This training was to take place at the Institute for Nuclear Science and Technology in Islamabad. South Africa has been listed as a country that has shipped large quantities of uranium to Iran in the past. However, in 1989, Iran discovered large uranium deposits in its own eastern provinces that now provide an unlimited supply of uranium that can be enriched to weapons grade material and is free from IAEA safeguards. India has recently signed an agreement with Iran to eventually build a research facility with an output of ten megawatts at the Moaller Kalayeh Center. Recent intelligence suggests that Iran has perhaps a total of ten secret nuclear research centers, and a secret uranium processing center at Karaj. These facilities are denied by Iran.

The majority of opinion points to Iran's renewed interest in joining the nuclear club. The only questions are just how far along Iran has taken its revised program, how long it will take Iran to develop a nuclear capability, and how much money is being committed by the Iranian government to support its nuclear programs. The importance of events taking place in neighboring Iraq and the exposure that Baghdad's secret nuclear weapons
program has gained following the Gulf War, have not been lost on Iran. While attention is focused on Iraq, Iran seems content to give the impression Tehran is complying with the IAEA and NPT safeguards on current facilities, while simultaneously conducting extensive research at several undeclared locations within the country. Since the late 1980’s, and following the Gulf war these efforts have intensified. General Uri Saguy who heads up Israel’s military intelligence, as well as British and French intelligence authorities all claim that Iran will have a capability by the end of the decade. Iran claims that any attempt to develop a nuclear capability is strictly for commercial power reasons.

Iran has stated in the past that it has a goal of generating 20 percent of Iran’s commercial power needs with nuclear reactors. However, this goal is suspect, especially when you consider that Iran has one of the largest proven oil reserves in the world.

To help pay for Tehran’s expanded military buildup, and to obtain technology and high-tech equipment from abroad, Iran is now generating over four million barrels of oil a day. Iran has now become the second largest exporter of oil in the world, trailing only Saudi Arabia. As Iran generates increased oil revenues for the purchase of weapons and equipment, several European, Asian and U.S. companies are doing a land office business in trading with the Iranian government. German exports have risen to $5 billion dollars, while Japanese and Italian
exports have increased to over $2.0 billion each. U.S. exports have also shown a steady improvement from none in 1989, to over $650 million by 1992. In addition, U.S. oil companies are now ranked among the largest customers of Iranian oil products while Iran remains on the State Department's list of countries which sponsor international terrorism. Overall, Iran has tripled technology imports since the 1980's to over $28 billion in 1992. This technology includes such items as, "radar testing devices, navigation equipment, oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, fiber optic cables, digital switches, and remote sensors."65

One of the greatest problems in the current rush to service Iran by Western nations, is in the control of high technology items that are considered to have a dual-use capability. For example, last year alone, U.S. firms sold more than $180 million dollars in items classified as dual-use. As noted earlier in this report, the control of dual-use technology under nonproliferation safeguards is difficult at best. Of added concern, is the fact that the trend in technology transfer shows no sign of decreasing. With Iran spending tremendous amounts of money on world markets, which some experts say includes $200 million dollars annually for nuclear technology alone, there is no shortage of corporations willing to maximize profits by selling technology to the Iranian government. An additional problem for the United States is the U.S. Department of Commerce's approval of many questionable sales to Iran. Many of these sales have taken place even following concerns raised by
both the Department of Energy and the Department of Defense. For example, over a four year period from 1987 to 1990, 60% of all Iranian license applications to the U.S. were for equipment on the "Nuclear Referral List." This is equipment that is considered to have utility in weapons production.66

IRAN, CHINA, AND THE FORMER SOVIET UNION

Although Western nations have played a role in Iran's nuclear development program, it is only recently that China and the countries that make up the former Soviet Union have become involved with Iran's efforts to emerge as a dominate regional power. China's foreign military aid falls well below that of Western nations such as France and the U.S.; however, China has increasingly become active in supporting Third World countries like Iran. For example, China provided military support to both Iran and Iraq during the latest conflict between these two countries.67

China has become the largest exporter of military equipment to the Third World, and the largest exporter of arms and equipment to Iran.68 Several reasons have been advanced for China's renewed interest in the Middle East. These motives are primarily those of self-interest and include National self-esteem, global influence, regional preeminence, enhancement of China's own security interest's, and to support domestic economic development at home.69

In the past, China has viewed the IAEA and the Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT), as primarily designed by the West and the two Superpowers, the United States and the former Soviet Union to preclude other nations from acquiring the same capability. Writing in *International Security*, John Lewis says that when it comes to proliferation issues, China considers itself a "target" rather than a "partner." China cannot understand why Beijing was never asked to participate or join the international Missile Technology Control Regime to prevent the spread of ballistic missile technology.

China has always considered itself closely associated with the Third World, and the U.S. can anticipate that this influence will gain momentum in the future in the form of increased arms sales and technology transfers to countries similar to Iran. These arms sales and technology transfers will provide China not only increased regional influence in the Middle East, but will also provide much needed capital to support China's attempt to improve its economy.

Iranian President Rafsanjani was recently quoted as saying that, "China is one of Iran's best friends," and this friendship has resulted in direct support for Iran's nuclear weapons program. China's Nuclear Energy Corporation (CNEIC), has agreed to sell and help construct a 27-megawatt research reactor, and provide equipment required for uranium enrichment. However, recent reports suggest that the U.S. has been successful in stopping China from proceeding with the sale, at least for the immediate future. In addition, some Chinese technicians have been detected at the Isfahan nuclear research center. This
effort is part of a 10-year agreement on scientific cooperation between China and Iran. China is also providing Iran with technical help on how to mate nuclear weapons to both aircraft and missile delivery systems. In the end, the relationship between China and Iran, especially on arms and technology transfers can be expected to continue. As evidence of this growing relationship with Iran, Hua Liming, the Chinese ambassador to Iran has said that "Nuclear cooperation between Iran and China for peaceful purposes and to build a power plant will continue despite objections from the West." In addition, China has said that Beijing will review its decision to sell Iran a nuclear research reactor following the U.S. presidential elections.

While Iran is cultivating its relations with China, Tehran is also attempting to gain growing influence with the former Soviet Republics. In November of last year, the Daily Report of the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, published a news article broadcast by Iran that reported on the visit by Mr.Islam Karimov, president of Uzbekistan. Besides stressing the importance of Iran in world affairs and the Middle East, Mr. Karimov went on to say that:

We are witnessing the increasing credibility of this country (Iran) in Central Asia and the world. For this reason, due to the Islamic and cultural links between the two nations, we seek cooperation and close and friendly ties. We consider the Islamic Republic of
Iran to be our true friend. And that Iran and Uzbekistan would be able to bring peace and stability to the region. We believe that countries with strong cultural and historical bases should work with each other and refrain from relying on big, arrogant powers.

During the same month, Iran radio reported on another visit by officials from one of the former Soviet republics, this time Deputy Foreign Minister Tokayev from Kazakhstan. Tokayev suggested the need to expand relations with Iran and his concern that efforts are being made to "propound falsities such as the sale of nuclear arms to Iran." The Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister also said that Iran, "Is not seeking nuclear weapons and believed that our region should be free from such weapons."

Several former Soviet republics face increasing ethnic, religious, political, and social problems with no short term solution in sight. These same republics are now turning to Iran, who the republics see as the emerging dominate power in the Middle East. This rapproachment with Iran also serves the purpose of spreading Islamic Fundamentalism and to influence the internal affairs of the Muslim republics. At the same time, Russia and other former Soviet Republics are attempting to obtain hard currency by increasing exports to boost the CIS slipping internal economy. Iran, with money generated from expanded oil production may be an excellent candidate as a new trading partner. Unfortunately, this trade relationship has centered on the export of highly sensitive military equipment and technology.
to Iran. Next to China, Russia has now become the largest exporter of weapons and related military technology to feed Iran’s rearmament program. Nonetheless, according to the Russian Ambassador to Iran, Vladimir Gudev, "Russia will continue to cooperate with Iran in defense and technology...does not include weapons of mass destruction...to preserve the regional balance of power." 78

With this background, many disturbing reports have surfaced which suggest that Iran has its sights set on using Iran’s newly acquired influence in the former Soviet republics to support Tehran’s nuclear weapons’ program. This trade relationship according to some reports, has resulted in Iran reportedly negotiating with the Republic of Kazakhstan to purchase nuclear warheads. In addition, some reports claim that Iran may also be planning to fit these warheads to current inventories of Chinese Silkworm missiles. U.S. intelligence reports have not been able to confirm the sale and there is no indication that any nuclear warheads have been delivered. 79

Besides Kazakhstan, the Republic of Ukraine that also has nuclear weapons on its soil, has recently shown a reluctance to give up those weapons and make the republic a nonnuclear power. Vice Prime Minister Igor Yukhnovsky insists that "the missiles in Ukraine belong to the Ukrainian people...We can sell these nuclear warheads to the highest bidder...to nuclear states...or maybe another state, depending on which state pays the most." Ukraine who has yet to sign the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
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(NPT) appears willing to use the nuclear card as leverage to gain both security guarantees and economic aid from Western nations, including the United States.  

At the same time that Russia is providing large quantities of conventional weapons to fuel Iran's rebuilding effort, there is growing concern that some of these arms transfers may involve the transfer of nuclear technology, and by some reports, the transfer of nuclear scientists. Unlike most of the former Soviet republics who have both an ethnic and religious relationship with Iran, Russia sees Moscow's relationship as essentially one of protecting its vital interests in the region and as a means of gaining badly needed foreign capital by selling arms to keep Russia's troubled economy afloat. Caught up in this issue is the concern that in Moscow's haste to court Iran, Russia may either intentionally or otherwise provide nuclear technology, equipment, and possibly some of its specially trained nuclear scientists to Iran.

Both China as well as several former Soviet republics have increasingly sought closer economic, political, and military ties with the Islamic Republic of Iran, which is seen as an emerging regional power in the Middle East. Part of this relationship, is the growing evidence that Iran is using this opportunity to continue to feed Tehran's nuclear weapons program. The republics of the former Soviet Union are particularly troublesome. First, from the standpoint of their close geographic location and traditional ethnic relationship's with Iran, as well as their
need for quick capital to fuel the republics’ economic development.

CONCLUSIONS

When the "new world order" is examined, it can quickly be seen that from a regional outlook, the Middle East will emerge as the number one security interest for the United States. Moreover, when it comes to making a determination concerning U.S. "vital" national interests in the region, the perspective can be further narrowed and it can be simply said that it pertains to the Persian Gulf region and its large oil reserves. The one country that dominates this region from a geographic, political, economic, and military standpoint is Iran.

Dr. John D. Anthony of the National Council on U.S. Arab Relations, has outlined four potential "flashpoints" in the Middle East. The first is Iraq and Baghdad's implementation of United Nations sanctions. Second, The Arab-Israeli conflict. Third, Iran and its rearmament program. Fourth, nuclear proliferation in the region.82

Iran fits this portrait well as the self proclaimed "Guardian of the Gulf" and has embarked on a large rearmament program that includes a quest for weapons of mass destruction. Iran is taking advantage of the "superpower" void in the Middle East and the collapse of the Soviet Union to emerge as the dominate power in the region. To accomplish this goal, Iran has determined that possession of nuclear weapons is in Tehran's national interests, and that these weapons will serve as a hedge against U.S.
involvement in Iranian affairs. Iran has also concluded that having a nuclear capability will provide tremendous leverage in regional affairs and serve as a counterweight against Israel.

This quest for nuclear weapons has been aided by weak export policies that have allowed the transfer of sensitive technology and equipment to Iran by several Western nations. Furthermore, inadequate controls under existing nuclear safeguard procedures by the IAEA have further complicated this problem. Just as important, is the lack of a "regional" national policy by the United States that could attempt to deal with Iran and other nations in the region from a military, political, and economic standpoint.

National leaders in Iran have issued several conflicting accounts concerning Iran's nuclear program. For example, some have stated Tehran's program is for peaceful energy purposes only, while others say the program is to obtain an Islamic nuclear capability to offset Western dominance in the region. In any event, Iran has become preoccupied with an attempt to obtain a nuclear capability, and it remains to be seen if the Iranian program is for peaceful purposes or not. However, considering that Iran is one of the most energy rich nations on earth, it must remain suspect that any nuclear program will be strictly used for peaceful commercial power purposes. It remains important for the United States and other nations to closely monitor Iran's nuclear program and to continue to take steps to preclude Iran from joining the nuclear club.
Without question, regional nuclear proliferation complicates U.S. strategy and poses serious concerns for future stability in the region. It is in the interests of both the United States and the United Nations to play a continued role in curbing proliferation, especially in the Middle East and Iran in particular. A first step is the need to strengthen existing nuclear safeguards under the IAEA and the NPT. Areas of particular concern are the control of dual-use technology and technology used strictly for nuclear weapons programs. One of the most important areas is to change voluntary compliance and inspections to mandatory compliance and inspections under the NPT. Additionally, significant penalties should be developed for both non-compliance and for nations who refuse to sign the NPT. Furthermore, technical intelligence, the ability to monitor a nations nuclear program remains inadequate. Iraq is a good example of this monitoring deficiency. The U.S. should place a high priority on improving American technical intelligence capability to properly assess Iran's progress. Coupled with this is the need to make more technical intelligence available to the United Nations for forcing compliance with existing safeguard programs.

Currently, the U.S. Department of Commerce has the lead in controlling export of dual-use technology and monitoring foreign trade agreements. As a result, the primary driver is to insure that U.S. trade does not suffer based on export restrictions. This relationship has allowed significant quantities of items
classified as dual-use to leave the United States over the objections of both the Department of Defense and Department of State. Consideration should be given to revising this procedure and allow the Department of Defense to have final veto power over equipment classified as dual-use. In addition, trade agreements between Iran and U.S. corporations that support Iran's rearmament program should be stopped. An example is the large trade in oil between U.S. corporations and Iran. U.S. policy should be to keep Iran's economy depressed, thereby forcing Iran to focus on internal economic problems and divert resources away from Tehran's rearmament programs.

From a strategic standpoint, U.S. policy should be to find a counterweight to Iran's growing influence in the region and to strive for a continued balance of power. Next to Saudi Arabia, Turkey is a nation that can suppress Iran's dominance in the Middle East. For example, Iran has already approached Turkey and stressed the need for "regional cooperation" and the need to strengthen relationships between the two countries. This is especially true concerning the former republics of the Soviet Union who are attempting to align themselves with emerging regional powers. Turkey continues to be a vital ally to the U.S. and has tremendous political, ethnic, and economic influence in the region. At the same time, the U.S. has been presented with an excellent opportunity to acquire influence with the new Central Asian Republics of the former Soviet Union. These emerging nations are striving for economic independence and U.S. policy
should be to provide economic aid to include financial assistance that is desperately needed to rebuild these Republics’ economies. Combined with economic aid the U.S. should intensify Washington’s efforts to convince these Republics to dismantle existing nuclear weapons before these weapons fall into the possession of Iran. The economic link with the U.S. can be further used to influence regional policy issues and to further depress Iran’s ability to influence events in the former republics of the Soviet Union.

Tied to any issue in the Middle East is eventual settlement of the Arab-Israel dispute. Central to this dispute is the concern in the Arab community, especially in Iran of Israel’s implied nuclear capability and the threat posed to the Arab world. Iran views the Israeli nuclear weapons program as very destabilizing for the region and is the principle reason why Iran feels the need to serve as a counterweight in the Middle East. U.S. policy must be to encourage Israel to sign the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty and to comply with established international safeguards. Until this basic problem is resolved, countries like Iran will continue to feel the need to develop a indigenous nuclear deterrent. A balanced U.S. policy towards the region which does not spotlight Israel will go a long way in resolving this issue.

In summary, Iran presents the U.S. with a significant strategic challenge in the years ahead. Tehran has embarked on a program to develop a nuclear capability that by some projections
could occur within the next five to ten years. A nuclear capable Iran located in the vital Persian Gulf region could be a disruption to regional stability and impact on vital U.S. national interests. Iran is already attempting to influence political events in countries such as Sudan, Egypt, Lebanon, Algeria, Tunisia and Bosnia. Iran has decided that acquiring a nuclear capability is in Tehran’s best interests, and will provide added prestige and power in the region. Just as important, Iran views possession of nuclear weapons as a hedge against U.S. involvement in Middle East affairs, and as a counter-weight against Israel. As seen by events in Iraq, nuclear weapons in the hands of an unstable government will only raise not lower the nuclear threshold. It is in the best interests of the United States to develop a revised foreign policy program which views Iran as the dominate threat in the Middle East and provides a balanced approach concerning Israel, and the Middle East in general, with emphasis on controlling the spread of nuclear proliferation.
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